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The Emerging World…Is Here
One thing I’ve learned as a parent is that change and evolution are constant. It’s interesting to think about what we
learned in school thirty to fifty years ago—especially compared with the current technology skills of today’s average first
grader. Now, many children enter kindergarten knowing how
to read, count, and maneuver through sophisticated computer
games. By the time they enter high school, they’re inventing
new words to keep up with their fast-paced, ever-changing
social media landscape—a landscape that many older generations (myself included) never could have imagined.
The good news is that when I observe my daughters (a sophomore and a senior in high school), I see
that they’re learning to apply these innovative skills to
change things for the better. They care about climate
change, they care about fairness, and they adamantly oppose discrimination in all forms—whether
it’s associated with race, gender, sexual orientation,
or religion. They’re intelligent. And here’s the key:
they take into consideration the “group,” not just the
individual. That’s a huge shift. Facebook may not
be what Ernest Holmes and other visionaries imagined when they preached that we’re all one and are all
interconnected. But the next generation now takes
that for granted. No one has to tell them; they already
know it. What’s exciting is that this advanced mindset translates into addressing social causes in resourceful, creative ways—by methods yet still percolating.
When I observe my daughters, I don’t know
where their paths will lead them (or us), but I see the
emerging new world in their optimism, resilience,
quick intelligence, and sense of endless possibilities
for lasting change. They believe they can make the
future better. I know they are doing so, already.

One by One
Most of us were not introduced to Science of Mind as children,
so we developed negative, untrue perspectives about ourselves
and life around us. What glorious epiphanies are experienced
by those of us who have emerged from the dark, depressing
thoughts of “hell and brimstone” to the resurrecting truth of
love and oneness!
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Through open hearts eager to know the truth and
committed to practicing it, we have the opportunity
to manifest not only our own salvation, but also the
salvation of every person we come in contact with.
Person by person, the truth is shared until all the world
is affected. Infused with a positive attitude, gratitude,
patience and forgiveness, each interaction we have
with another person will result in high vibrations that
will magnify and amplify to countless others.
Discovering truth is contagious—once experienced, it has to be shared. One by one, the world will
be beneficially influenced and eventually emerge into
the freedom of truth.
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